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Telematics – how to
Rising vehicle procurement and operating costs such as fuel and e-toll
fees have lately focused much attention on a relatively new buzz word
in the transport industry. It’s called – telematics – with few people really
understanding what the term embraces. In the first of a series of articles,
Udo Rypstra provides the answers.

F

or the uninitiated, it is a combination
of the words telecommunications
and informatics, and in a broad
sense refers to the integrated use
of telecommunications with information
and communications technology. It is
the technology of collecting, sending,
receiving and storing information relating
to remote objects, such as vehicles, via
telecommunication devices.
Now also referred to as ‘fleetmatics’ in
road transport overseas, it incorporates
the integration of the Global Positioning
Systems (GPS) such as the American GPS
and Russian Glonass technology via special
receivers to locate a vehicle’s static position
(by latitude, longitude and even by its
altitude as with a plane) at any given time
when prompted to do so.
No surprise that insurance companies
overseas refer to it as the vehicle’s ‘black
box’ and are willing (as they are in SA)
to offer lower insurance premiums for
equipped vehicles, which can now be
tracked down and recovered following a
hijacking and/or theft.
This technology has seen the
establishment of several vehicle tracking
and recovery companies in SA since the
mid-1980’s, notably Digicore (C-Track),
Altech Netstar, whose home-grown
technologies are now also used overseas,
as well as the arrival of foreign systems
such as Tracker and Cartrack.
Live tracking of the vehicle and its
movements takes place when the ‘black
box’ responds to regular polling by a
base station and where its location,
direction and speed can be mapped on
charts displayed on computer screens
and mobile devices. In this case, its
movement, including that through tolled
routes and its deviation from prescribed
routes, is transmitted to the receiving
end via the electronic Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM), which is a
terrestrial, global cellular network using the
same communication standard to connect
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one device or “machine” in the world with
another (M2M).
For communication with or from
remote areas not covered by these
cellular networks, the Imarsat satellite
communications system can be used, but
it’s very expensive.
Along with further developments in
vehicle technology, almost everything
the vehicle and its driver do (or fail to
do) can be recorded and relayed back
to a base station or mobile device at
predetermined intervals.
Replacing the old analog tachograph
discs that drivers were obliged to hand
in for analysis in the past, the latest
sensor technology incorporated in the
vehicle engine’s CAN-bus, drivetrain
and even the trailer, can now all ‘talk’
to one another and measure vehicle and
driver performance against average
or set benchmarks. This relates to fuel
consumption, oil levels, harsh braking,
speeding, excessive idling, etc. In fact, this
allows fleet operators to rate both vehicle
and driver from a productivity, safety and
risk point of view.
What’s more, all this information
can now be integrated with other fleet
management modules kept at a base
station, or accessed via the internet, such
as vehicle procurement, maintenance,
utilisation and route scheduling, driver
hours, health and driver retraining, etc.
No wonder then all major banks and
other financial institutions with their car
and commercial vehicle leasing, rental
and maintenance products, oil companies
with their fuel card systems, as well as
specialised, standalone fleet management
companies such as Digicore, Eqstra,
Mix Telematics, GeoTab and Fleetcube
have become big players in this highly
competitive, new ‘telematics’ industry, with
vehicle tracking being central.
Even medical aid specialist Discovery,
which offers its VitalityDrive members a
C-Track product offshoot called BC-Track

in partnership with Digicore, has joined
the bandwagon from a driver/passenger
health and safety perspective.
While the banks’ and other mobile
asset management systems are aimed
at controlling the fixed costs of the fleet
upfront through finance and insurance
packages, the overriding objective of the
fleet management systems is to minimise
operating costs by way of increasing
productivity, controlling fuel and toll costs,
reducing labour costs, and improving
customer service, fleet safety and security.
Fleet management cards offer
convenience and are a useful way of
paying for, monitoring and controlling
vehicle running costs. The Standard Bank
Card, for example, is available in many
variations. The icons (pump for fuel,
spanner for repairs and maintenance,
and a letter ‘T’ for toll fees) displayed on
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control fuel and e-toll costs

the face of the card identify what type of
purchases the card is valid for.
Purchases and fees for all, or
specifically grouped vehicles, are paid
for through a central billing facility,
which results in no separate payment per
vehicle. The fleet account can be settled
daily, weekly or monthly.
Value-add offerings, such as roadside
assistance, are billed through the fleet
card account. Standard also offers
oil company alliance cards where the
operator can benefit from savings on
diesel. In order to qualify, a fleet’s
average diesel consumption must be in
excess of 5 000 litres a month.
It stands to reason the more allembracing the fleet management package
becomes, the more it will cost. But then
people should not look at the cheapest
rates available for plain vehicle tracking

and recovery, but also the long-term
benefits, financial and otherwise, offered
through more sophisticated products
offering a range of fleet management
solutions as well.
This is the view of MiX Telematics, which
claims it pioneered GSM-based vehicle
tracking technology in South Africa, and
has a number of different vehicle tracking
products on offer ranging from entry level
products such as MX1 for pure stolen
vehicle recovery, to the sophisticated
FM Communicator.
Of overall corporate fleet costs, fuel
remains the highest, contributing between
38% and 44%, depending on the fleet
mix, according to a white paper published
recently by Eqstra Fleet Management. The
paper was based on its findings on more
than 50 fleet reviews conducted in March.
It claimed fuel cost had increased by

more than 560% in the past 15 years,
equal to an average increase of 13%
annually compared with the 5,25% yearon-year increase in the consumer price
index (CPI) in the same period – effectively
surpassing the CPI index by 247% in the
past five years.
Eqstra Fleet Management, part of the
listed leasing and capital equipment group
Eqstra, recommends fleet operators should
budget for at least 15% annual inflation for
fuel when preparing vehicle travel budgets.
Eqstra says Shell South Africa figures
indicated petrol prices were expected
to increase by 48c a litre during the
first two quarters of this year and diesel
prices by 54c a litre, which if current
trends continued, equated to the petrol
price exceeding R15,50 a litre by the
end of this year.
It has therefore become essential for fleet
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operating companies to ensure the fleet is
being run optimally, which means being
stringent in managing driver behaviour.
The impact of the introduction of e-tolling
on Gauteng freeways has forced operators
to look at telematics as well. This impact
has been “huge and significant” to the
operations of transport logistics and
mobility provider Super Group. Chief
executive Peter Mountford reported in
February the system’s implementation
would have a negative impact on all
areas of the group’s business, and would
continue to be of concern in relation to
distribution costs and the knock-on effect on
gross domestic product (GDP).
Mountford says e-toll costs are capable
of recovery in many of the group’s core
supply chain contracts but with some
operations it was not in a position to
recover these costs. He added e-tolling
had dramatically affected the group’s
administrative costs, particularly because of
the inordinate complexity of the system.

He says the group had to employ people
to specifically manage and deal with the
complexity of the system, which was a big
negative for the group.
There have been various news reports of
inaccuracies about Sanral’s e-toll invoicing
systems, due to the e-Natis vehicle parq
information system it feeds on not being
up-to-date in terms of vehicle scrappings,
change of ownership, changes of owner
addresses, number plate cloning, etc.
Mountford also confirmed Super Group
had to be aware of fraud.
“With false number plates and the like
going through the system, you need a
coherent process to deal with that and it all
costs money.”
In fact, at the time of writing, Sanral
had no fewer than 655 complaints lodged
against it (against 48 compliments) on the
hellopeter.com website, not only arising
from inaccuracies emanating from the
improper upkeep of the e-Natis sytem, but
also due to problems with Sanral’s own

billing system and ‘bad service’ from
people manning its call centre.
Telematics – especially its vehicle
tracking component – offers a solution
to incorrect billing. This is according to
the Latitude Vehicle Tracking Bureau,
which is independent of tracking
suppliers to the industry and is entirely
non-product specific.
It has identified a range of tracking
systems, including details of specifications
and services, and analysed information
generated by the multiple tracking systems
consolidated into a range of management
tools and easy-to-read exception reports.
It claims to be uniquely positioned to
not only provide interpreted management
data from these systems, but also identify
where their deployment is best suited.
“The current practice at toll gates
of batching data is promoting a
fraudulent environment where daily
costs are aggregated, which does not
permit analysis and verification. This
practice results in the daily billing of
multiple transactions which may not
be applicable to your fleet,” says a
spokesperson for the Bureau.
The Latitude Bureau has developed a
measurement system that identifies when
a vehicle passes through a toll booth.
The daily report identifies the Vehicle
registration / ID, date and time, the toll
gate name, the toll gate fee applicable to
the class of vehicle being monitored, as
well as daily, weekly and monthly totals.
To outsource a service like this could
be invaluable especially in light of the
number of complaints registered with
hellopeter.com against the various
vehicle tracking suppliers. As at April 8,
they were as follows, recorded over the
previous 365 days
Supplier

Complaints

Compliments

Netstar
720
46
Tracker
458
67
Mix Telematics 152
57
C-Track
121
11
Cartrack
97
12
Eqstra
4
0
It must be said that the various
companies respond to complaints as fast
as they can, and that the ‘fault’ lies mostly
with incorrect invoicing, not equipment,
and addressed as soon as possible.
In other words, they share the same
or a similar problem with Sanral where
often the customer does not advise the
supplier of a change in address, vehicle
ownership, etc.
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